SCD Technology-one step ahead

Vision

Today we all know that fossil energy sources are limited

brought together. Old conventions are to be seen as

we need. aerodyn engineering’s knowledge and expe-

and that the hunger for energy is still growing despite

new challenges and not as restrictive factors. As the

rience spur on a high level of motivation to develop al-

this. Especially new markets like Brazil, China or India

German scientist Alexander von Humboldt said, “Küh-

ways one step ahead of the conventional market. And

have reached a pace of rise in energy demands which

ner als Neues zu entdecken, kann es sein, Bekanntes

all that in an environmentally friendly way of treading

will sooner or later lead to unforeseeable consequences

zu bezweifeln” (It can be more daring to question the

the blue planet with the respect that it deserves.

for the entire planet. Also the severe incidents in the

known than to investigate the unknown). Experience

history of nuclear power plants have demonstrated

gained through learning, together with innovative

In spite of the so-called global market, the production

how absurd the use of this dangerous technology is.

concepts, using state-of-the-art technologies and not

of energy is still a local key factor of success and, con-

being influenced by general market leaders can be

sequently, methods must be provided that generate

seen as one of the ideas behind aerodyn engineering.

energy with the right equipment for local conditions.

This new century requires new thinking and a pow-

Local producibility is one of the roads that lead to us-

erful vision of efforts that could provide suitable
technologies.

A part of the vision of being successful with the dis-

ing local potential to be as independent as possible of

puted two-bladed turbines already became reality

global markets wherever this is possible.

Therefore, a ‘next generation’ technology must not be

with the success of SCD technology. But the vision of

developed. The secret is to use available know-how

setting new standards in the world of wind energy still

aerodyn engineering with its founder and owner,

and standards and navigate them to the right direc-

continues to be the activator on our innovative way

Sönke Siegfriedsen, is driven by the idea of shaping

tion. All the pieces that make up ideas have to be

to turning the power of nature into the energy that

the future in the right direction.

Background

30 years is a long time in the wind energy sector.

played a significant role, are producing energy on

optimisation, aerodynamic and structural rotor

No wonder that aerodyn Energiesysteme GmbH and

all five continents, with a total number of 26.000,

blade design, finite element analysis for cast, welded

especially its founder, Soenke Siegfriedsen, is considered

and an installed capacity of around 31,000 MW. That

and fibre composite components, as well as the

to be a real pioneer of wind energy. As early as

equals 12.3% of the total worldwide installed wind

compilation of complete documentation for man-

1984, a year after being founded, aerodyn undertook

energy capacity. Without any doubt, this figure sets

ufacturing and certification. Thus, aerodyn offers

groundbreaking work with the first complete devel-

aerodyn apart as the world’s leading independent en-

wind turbine and component manufacturers in all

opment of a 25 kW wind turbine and its testing in

gineering firm for the development of complete wind

fields of wind-energy engineering comprehensive

the test field on the North Sea island of Pellworm.

turbines and single components – and it is clear that

know-how and services, which allow them to pro-

This initial project delivered well-founded knowledge

many innovative concepts and developments from

duce even more reliable, better-performing and

about aerodynamic behaviour, mechanical loads and

aerodyn have influenced the current state of the art.

lower-priced wind turbines. With its high innovative
capacity and constant striving for optimisation, the

turbine control engineering. Over the following 30
years aerodyn has developed nearly 30 types of wind

The work carried out by aerodyn’s skilled engineer-

company developed the Multibrid technology in the

turbines, from 5 to 6,500 kW, and has worked for

ing team includes the development of innovative

mid 1990s. This was the starting point for many

companies around the world. Wind turbines designed

wind turbine concepts, structural dynamics and

further developments, all leading the way to the

from aerodyn, or in whose development aerodyn

load calculations, component design, component

Super Compact Drive (SCD) Technology.

Concept

In 1996, aerodyn founder Soenke Siegfriedsen came

Siegfriedsen has thus far registered 39 patent fami-

facturing, maintenance and repair costs and further

up with the idea of Multibrid technology. The basis

lies, from which 152 nationalised patents have been

improve energy output and reliability.’ The under-

for it was a drive train with a one-stage planetary

granted. In 1999, aerodyn received for this design of

lying idea for the groundbreaking innovation is

gear box and a slowly rotating generator, the rotor

the Multibrid technology the IF Award of the Hanover

that the rotor bearing, gear box and generator are

bearing arrangement within the 1st gear stage as

trade fair.

arranged linearly with nearly identical diameters and
the housings of the components are used for load

well as the integration of the gear box, the generator

transfer from the rotor to the tower top.

and the yaw system in a single housing. That is to

The SCD Technology is a further development of this

say, a design concept that operates without any

innovation. The first patent was applied for in 2007.

fast-moving components and protects all sensitive

16 further patents followed in subsequent years.

In the SCD, the first of the two gear stages is

parts within a single housing. The result is reduced

In 2009, the technology received the renowned

integrated directly into the main bearing of the

wear and a high level of reliability; without doubt a

HUSUM WindEnergy Technology Award at HUSUM

rotor. This saves space. In case of the SCD Tech-

groundbreaking innovation, for which the father of

WindEnergy, the leading international trade fair for

nology, the extremely compact and small drive

this hybrid solution, Soenke Siegfriedsen, obtained

the wind energy sector. The jury’s opinion states that

train leads to an optimal load transfer and, in

multiple patents and the basic concept of which

the overall design stands for the aim to ‘increase the

consideration of all costs incurred, to particularly

has since been adapted by many companies. Soenke

cost-effectiveness of wind turbines, reduce manu-

cost-effective power generation.

Two-bladed rotor

Two-bladed rotors have a very long history. The ad-

cause of the visual impact and the slightly higher

rotors at aerodyn grew out of these developments and

vantages of a two-bladed rotor were recognized al-

noise level.

was integrated into the calculation software.

century, Prof. Huetter in particular broke ground in

At aerodyn, experience in this field began with the thesis

The advantages of two-bladed rotors are for a start

the development of future-oriented rotor systems.

of Sönke Siegfriedsen in 1979 when he developed and

the much lighter rotor weight of approx. 70% that

This work greatly influenced further development

built a 500 W two-bladed wind turbine and installed and

of a comparable three-bladed rotor, less torque and

in the 70s in Germany, USA and Sweden. In the 70s

operated it on the roof of the university. In 1984, a wind

consequently a smaller gearbox, the hub design is

and 80s a number of 2-3 MW research systems

turbine with a diameter of 12.5 m and 30 kW was tested

simpler to produce, there are only two pitch sys-

with a rotor diameter of 80-100 m were installed.

with extensive measuring equipment on the Pellworm

tems and above all there is a noticeable drop in

Some of them were not particularly successful like

test field. The dimensional results were incorporated

assembly, transport, installation and maintenance

GROWIAN in Germany, but projects in the USA and

into the drawing up of the first IEC and GL guidelines.

expenses. Especially offshore applications are sim-

Sweden as well were very successful, with the sys-

Furthermore, these practical findings were extremely

plified due to the only one turbine lifting stroke. For

tems producing energy on a reliable basis for more

important for verification and revision of the calculation

regions with tropical cyclones, the ultimate loads

than 20 years. This made it possible to gather much

applications at aerodyn. In the period that followed, 100,

can be reduced considerably through the horizontal

experience and many dimensional results. But ac-

500 and 1200 kW wind turbines were developed at aer-

parking position. Furthermore, this parking position

ceptance of these systems never materialised be-

odyn. Extensive experience in the design of two-bladed

makes it possible to install a helicopter landing pad.

ready some decades ago. Back in the 50s of the last

Downwind

All systems have the capability to reach a low-ener-

A coning rotor means reduced thrust forces acting

affected by the rotor orientation. In floating offshore

gy state. Transferred to wind turbines, this behavior

on the structure during operation and parked con-

environments, downwind rotors also have the advan-

leads to downwind turbine designs where the rotor

ditions.

tage of reducing pitch misalignments due to floating platform movements. The effects on a horizontal

operates with the wind direction and not into the
wind direction. In case of a change in wind direction,

In survival conditions a downwind wind turbine re-

plane work similarly on a vertical plane, reducing

the rotor behavior drives to a lower resistance point,

ceives reduced loads due to the wind vane principle.

loads, decreasing misalignments and increasing en-

meaning into the wind direction. On a small scale,

The rotor is in a passive yaw mode that is able to fol-

ergy yields. Therefore aerodyn engineering’s down-

this effect is used as a wind vane principle. At high

low the wind direction for optimal inflow conditions.

wind wind turbines are ideal for seabed-mounted

operation wind speeds, the blades of a downwind

Decreased thrust load in survival conditions leads to

offshore and floating applications in difficult envi-

rotor turn away from the tower, increasing the dis-

less material usage and less tower top weight, en-

ronments.

tance from the tower to the blade tip. Tower shadow

abling an additional cost-saving potential. Down-

effects are mitigated by this blade deflection effect.

wind wind turbines deliver the same power output

For typhoon conditions, this capability is necessary

Downwind blade deflections act as a natural load

compared to upwind wind turbines due to the same

to mitigate the loads which enable a turbine to be

mitigation by reducing the swept area of the rotor.

swept area; therefore the annual energy yield is not

used in areas affected by typhoons.

Design

A clearly visible unique feature of the SCD Technology

is approximately 108 t. The 6.0 MW SCD weighs

precisely using the CFD program. The rectifier section

is the use of two-blade technology. The first two –

around 308 t and the 8.0 MW around 395 t.

has been installed into the head carrier and the
grid-side inverter into the tower base. The inverter

blade wind turbine with a relevant capacity made
by aerodyn dates back to the mid 1980s already.

All components have been designed by aerodyn and

complies with all network codes and is also suitable

When this turbine was designed, a consistent effort

its partners to interact as well as possible and have

for 50- and 60-hertz grids.

was made to avoid anything superfluous. It had to

been optimised using the most recent methods. The

be as compact as possible. The philosophy for the

four main components include the hub, the gear

The gear box of the SCD Technology contains a

extremely compact turbines and the entire design

box with the rotor bearing, the generator and the

flexpin bearing in which the gear wheels sit on

made in Germany was to ‘reduce to the max’. This

head carrier, which is where all other components

flexible bolts. The advantage is that any movement

was achieved with a wind turbine that fulfils the

are housed. Modern simulation programs are used

caused by occurring forces can be compensated. The

functions of load bearing and external housing and

to create a clear picture of component loads. Using

generator has been designed to be a robust synchro-

does not therefore contain main frame or housings.

these data, superfluous mass could be eliminated

nous 16-pole machine with permanent magnets.

The result is a compact turbine that achieves its 3.0

and after all, less material also means reduced com-

MW output with a transport length of barely 7.8

ponent and transport costs. The interaction between

A further specific feature is the single blade pitching

metres. The tower head mass of the 3.0 MW turbine

the rotor blade and the tower wake was calculated

by the hydraulic cylinder.

Tropical Cyclone Resistant

Extreme natural events like tropical cyclones are

clone at least once a year. For that reason, these

structural loading. Rotor locking bolts, downwind

challenging structures worldwide. Especially wind

events have to be considered in wind turbine design.

rotor orientation, 2-bladed rotor design and passive yaw control make for a typhoon-resistant wind

turbines are affected by these events due to their
exposed locations. Onshore and offshore wind tur-

aerodyn engineering provides a load assessment

turbine design up to class 4 with 70 m/s as per

bines in affected areas experience survival condi-

environment for wind turbines in tropical cyclone

the Saffir-Simpson hurricane scale. Compared to a

tions defined by tropical cyclones and have to with-

conditions certified by DNV GL, enabling the de-

three-bladed wind turbine, the design load can be

stand them. High wind speeds connected to severe

sign of typhoon-proof wind turbines. Based on this

reduced significantly by these measures. Since the

turbulence intensities pose a challenge to the wind

knowledge, design and optimization of typhoon-

development of this tool, areas affected by tropical

turbine structure. Additionally, the extreme verti-

affected

This

cyclones have not been excluded from site selec-

cal wind speed controls the load in these environ-

assessment is done in addition to the usual load

tions for offshore and onshore wind farms. Addi-

ments. During a typhoon passage, the wind direc-

assessment in compliance with given regulations.

tionally, aerodyn engineering’s tropical cyclone-

tion changes by 180° and no grid access is available.

Optimization processes combined with SCD Tech-

resistant wind turbines assist in restarting the grid

In some areas a wind turbine will see a tropical cy-

nology result in several measures for mitigating

after typhoon shutdowns.

structures

can

be

realized.

Patents

Patents are required to protect the unique features

also been filed. These applications concern all the

applications. This provides excellent protection of

of such an innovative and unparalleled conception

components: rotor blade, hub, gearbox, generator,

SCD core components in the main countries that

like that of SCD technology from unwarranted cop-

hydraulics, control system and helicopter landing

today and also in future are interesting for the use

ying. The basic patent application was filed back

pad. All these applications do not rest with their

of wind energy. The right of use of these patents

in 2007 and is granted in numerous countries in

German applications but have moved on further

will be granted to the licensee as part of a licensing

America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Parallel to

into the worldwide process of PCT application. Thus

agreement for the production of SCD so that the li-

the development of the entire turbine technology,

16 patent families of SCD technology now cover

censee has sole right to this technology in the area

a great number of other patent applications have

together more than 100 nationalized patents or

covered by this license.

Generator

A long history in the designing of generators qual-

chronous generator with its proven concept is

market of generator suppliers or to use in-house

ified an experienced partner to develop a compact,

screwed directly to the gearbox housing and forms

capacities or to develop in-house production. He

efficient and robust generator together with aerodyn

the compact drive train unit. No need for time-con-

can take exactly the road he needs. The entire

engineering. Focus has been on optimized manu-

suming adjustments at all. The stator is equipped

documentation set for the supplier as well as the

facturing with fewer parts for easy assembly, for

with the coil and the rotor is equipped with per-

aerodyn engineering support team can qualify or

robust field use and an almost maintenance-free

manent magnets. It is entirely up to the licensee

support the proven process - regardless of whether

lifetime. The permanently excited air-cooled syn-

to decide whether to be independent of the world

in-house manufacturing is planned or not.

Gearbox

Sometimes simplicity is the key to more robustness. Easily

New manufacturing technologies and high-end surfac-

cept to work worldwide with motivated and qualified

said - but difficult to achieve. Innovating gearbox engi-

es made this possible. No adjustments are required for

firms in the mechanical engineering industry. aerodyn

neers have succeeded in creating a compact and reliable

integration with the generator to become the drive train.

engineers can support or qualify those suppliers to set

gearbox. Impressively shown in a GL behaviour test and

A licensee can decide to manufacture and assemble in-

up a production process that suits the supplier needs

in the meantime in onshore and offshore field use. The

house depending on the know-how and potential that

as well as in-house production. In any case, the entire

aerodyn engineering two-stage planetary gearbox with

is available or to commission a partner with the assem-

process for all components in the hands of the licensee

its integrated main bearing has been designed using

bly. Due to the unique design a highly qualified gearbox

is independent of the market. Thus more flexibility is

only a limited number of parts for optimized robustness.

manufacturer is not required. It is part of aerodyn’s con-

the result which in turn means costs can be controlled.

Blade

SCD blades reflect more than 30 years experience in

The make or buy decision lies in the hands of the man-

duction or whether he decides to purchase the blades

the design of blades and the in-depth knowledge of

ufacturer. Full guarantee is given for a complete and

on the world market. Whatever the case is, aerodyn

leading blade engineers has made it possible to de-

verified documentation set for the entire blade process

specialists can qualify or support the production steps

velop these blades not only for optimal efficiency but

– from tooling to the final quality document, no mat-

to guarantee smooth processes and to identify issues

also to design them for a cost-effective production.

ter whether the licensee decides on an in-house pro-

before they become expensive or critical.

Hydraulic

The entire hydraulic system has been developed by

a rotary unit to the pitch hydraulic distribution unit

conditions in terms of temperature and cleanliness.

aerodyn engineering supported by a supplier with

inside the rotor hub. Also part of this complex unit

It has been already tested fully at the supplier’s site

more than 50 years of experience. This system is the

is the lubrication oil unit which supplies filtered oil

for efficient integration and final workshop commis-

core unit inside the head carrier of the SCD turbine.

at the defined pressure and at the required volume

sioning, meaning that no further adjustments dur-

As such it provides the hydraulic oil pressure for the

flow to the gearbox and to the generator bearing

ing assembly and commissioning are required. Dur-

yaw brake system, for the rotor brake system, for the

unit. Depressurized oil flows back into the tank of

ing workshop integration, the two separate oil tanks

rotor lock system and sends hydraulic power through

the hydraulic station and is restored to the required

need only be filled up and connected to all interfaces.

Assembly

The main components of the SCD prototype have

various production quantities, drawings of assembly

can provide appropriate training and support for the

been assembled in Germany and Switzerland by qual-

equipment and assembly instructions as well as

assembly on site.

ified specialist personnel. This is also where incoming

test records, which are to be completed during

goods controls have been carried out and where test

assembly and countersigned. The documentation

Due to the compact construction and the limited

records accompanying assembly have been created.

also describes the optimal course of assembly. For

number of components, only little time is required

the assembly of the turbine, aerodyn recommends

for the assembly of the SCD wind turbine. The SCD

The assembly of components can, however, take

the setting up of four assembly lines: one for the

turbine also fulfils all requirements for a problem-free

place anywhere in the world. It is only necessary

hub, one for the gear box, one for the generator and

and quick series assembly. The complete wind turbine

to have suitably large workshops and special tools,

one for the head carrier. During the sub-assembly of

can be assembled in a respective assembly workshop,

well-trained qualified personnel and the docu-

components, detail tests be carried out, for example

including the mounting of the hub and all components

mentation from aerodyn. A licensee of aerodyn

on the gearbox, generator, yaw system and electrical

as well as the installation of all electrical cabling.

will receive plans for assembly workshops for

equipment. If it is necessary, the experts from aerodyn

Thereafter, the turbine is ready for a full load test.

Test

System validation is necessary in order to deliver

This verification enables a full system test for all

forces and moments for 6 degrees of freedom are

a robust and reliable wind turbine. After separate

mechanical and electrical components. Besides the

applied. During static and dynamic testing, the bear-

component tests, the assembled drive train unit runs

derivation of all efficiencies, the frequency ranges

ing and flexpin arrangement are tested as well as

a full-load operation hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)

are checked as well. A 24-hour full-load operation

all system deformations and deflections. Based on

test. The infeed of torsional load is converted to

test shows the performance of the cooling system

these results, aerodyn engineering is able to deliver a

electrical power via gearbox and generator. The gen-

and long-term behavior.

proven and reliable wind turbine system that is able
to operate in the designated areas with outstanding

erated power is converted, transformed and fed into
the electrical grid again by the wind turbine system.

After proof that all systems perform as expected,

system performance and robustness.

Erection

The advantages of the compact and lightweight

can be mounted onto the turbine on the ground

ple for offshore turbines as well. It is significantly

design of SCD turbines are of course also clear

while the tower is erected alongside. All electrical

shorter and simpler than that of any three-blade

during transport. The 3.0 MW turbine has a transport

and hydraulic connections can also be put in place

wind turbine on the market. And, after all, less time

length, including the hub, of a length 7.8 m, a width

and tested on the ground. First, the inverter and the

means reduced costs.

of 3.2 m and a height of 3.8 m. The tower head mass,

control system are installed into the lower section

including the rotor blades, is 108 t. This makes it the

of the tower. This is followed by the mounting of

The fact that even the worst conditions cannot

lightest wind turbine in its size class available on the

the three-piece tower including the lift cage. The

affect this speedy process was demonstrated by

market. Lightweight components are not only sim-

final step is the placement of the nacelle and the

the erection of the prototype in Urumqi in north-

pler to transport, they also shorten assembly times.

rotor with the blades onto the tower top in a sin-

western China, where the weather was dominated

gle lifting procedure. A single crane is required for

by high wind speeds and very cold temperatures.

The erection of a SCD turbine takes less than a day

the erection. Unlike with many other turbines with

and requires no more than a handful of personnel.

three blades, a second crane for turning the rotor in

Especially the offshore erection will be fundamen-

Both blades of the wind turbine as well as the hub

the air is not required. Assembly is short and sim-

tally influenced by this easy way of erection.

Projects

There are several wind turbine versions of the SCD

Depending on regional wind conditions, the SCD 3.0

of tropical storms. This is achieved by allowing the

technology for different climate zone and for off-

MW is provided with varying rotor diameters. The

turbine to react quickly to the changes of wind direc-

shore conditions. The differences between these ver-

selection includes 100 m for type class IIa+, 110 m

tion – among others because as a downwind turbine

sions lie in the details of cooling and pre-heating

for type class IIIa and more. Standard tower height

it passively aligns itself in wind direction and because

systems. In the offshore turbine a special casing of

is 85 m. Other heights are available – depending on

of the horizontal parking position of the rotor. The

the tower and the nacelle is used. Every component

regional conditions and requirements – and can be

targeted horizontal parking of the rotor significantly

has a special coating in order to ensure long-term

designed for specific locations.

reduces extreme loads and, as a result, the tower and
foundation weight. This is effective even under the

protection against corrosion. Furthermore, motors,
sensors and actuators as well as electronic compo-

The 6.0 MW SCD Technology particularly shows its

heaviest typhoon conditions and thereby also reduces

nents are designed to be redundant. The failure of a

strengths offshore as well as in areas threatened by

the load on the entire machine. On the one hand, it

small component therefore does not require that a

tropical cyclones. A special method of operation has

increases the probability of survival and on the oth-

repair team be immediately dispatched to the wind

been implemented for those areas, which reduces

er hand, it makes the presence of wind turbines in

turbine in order to exchange components.

loads and with that increases the safety in the event

typhoon areas possible in the first place.

Offshore

The 6.0 MW SCD Technology particularly fulfils all

has a closed cooling concept with an air-air heat

unit can simply be switched over to a functional one

the requirements of challenging offshore use. The

exchanger. This prevents the penetration of salt and

and the turbine produces further energy.

assembly of the entire machine head including the

the resulting corrosion.
The SCD turbine naturally features remote mainte-

hub and both blades takes place in harbour. It is
then possible to transport the turbine together with

A significant characteristic of the SCD Technology is

nance and remote control. Video surveillance is also

installed blades, since they pass through any lock.

its use of redundant components, which guarantees

provided, as is a conditioning monitoring system for

The following erection at sea takes place in a single

a high level of reliability. For example, the 6.0 MW

early detection of defects. Any irregularities that

lift onto the tower. This simple concept reduces both

machine includes not two, but three 3.0 MW invert-

occur are immediately reported to the central con-

the costs and the efforts of the erection team or the

ers. So in case one inverter has a defect, the turbine

trol unit with a corresponding interpretation. The

number of personnel required on site, respectively.

can produce further with full power output. These

warning is accompanied by a recommendation how to

increase the economics of the turbine.

deal with the fault. If something does require maintenance on site, personnel and replacement parts can be

The offshore version of the SCD Technology especially
demonstrates its stability through the use of a further

Hydraulic pumps and other components are also inte-

brought to the wind turbine by air using the installed

innovative concept: it is hermetically enclosed and

grated in surplus. In the event of damage, a defective

helicopter landing platform.

6.0 MW
Silver Medal Winner
Turbines of the year
Offshore turbines

Serial production

Using the advantages of a scalable production tech-

to be supplier-independent and locally sourced. By

ing for each wind turbine in the workshop and onsite

nology, the customer is able to modify an existing se-

increasing the manufacturing depth, the supply chain

will be trained by aerodyn engineering to facilitate

ries production process or set up a new one. Produc-

becomes more independent and based on more sup-

the delivery of a tested and fully operational wind

tion processes can be optimized for small-scale series

pliers for raw materials. By controlling production and

turbine.

or large-scale series with flexible in-house produc-

coordinating component delivery, an efficient manu-

tion depth. aerodyn engineering provides services to

facturing process enables optimal factory utilization.

Quality control is a significant benefit of in-house

assist the production process setup from the concept

The customer is able to control his profit margin by

serial production because the whole manufactur-

to full factory output. Depending on the customer

his own manufacturing process setup. A better profit

ing process is under customer control. Going from

demand, existing production facilities as well as new

margin needs a deeper self-manufacturing ratio.

raw material or semi-finished goods up to the final
turbine delivery, a detailed quality control makes

facilities can be shaped by aerodyn engineering for
the manufacturing and assembly processes.
All components can be produced by the customer

aerodyn engineering also provides training services

possible a superior wind turbine product for the world

for the manufacturing process, system integration

market delivering reliable power generation and

and quality control of each component. Commission-

energy yield.

Commercial Advantages
Costs in EUR Cent / kWh
Maintenance & Repair
1.4

Dismanteling
0.2

Turbine
2.3

Building Permit
0.8
Installation
0.4
Transformer
0.6

Cable
0.2

Foundation
1.6
for 10 m/s average wind speed

Besides technical advantages there are also signifi-

blade tip to the foundation, all components can be

The combination of a low weight design and in-

cant commercial advantages. All necessary specifi-

manufactured by the customer including blades,

house manufacturing capability leads to a high

cations, drawings and manuals will be delivered to

gearbox, generator, tower, foundation, power elec-

in-house production ratio and a better profit mar-

the customer, enabling independent sourcing. 100

tronics and control system.

gin. Additionally, supplier independence allows for
increased flexibility in supplier selection and qual-

% in-house sourcing for one’s own manufacturing
or selection of local suppliers will lead to an effi-

SCD Technology represents a drive train technology

ification. Enhanced quality control of in-house

cient production process. Especially for key compo-

with a low number of parts in the drive train and

productions makes for a reliable and high-qual-

nents, aerodyn engineering takes care of customer

less material used for key components. Low parts

ity product for the end customer. Certification

demands for documentation and quality control. A

numbers decrease accumulated failure rates and

documents enable easy financing and insurance

clear cost breakdown for all components allows for

logistics. A high number of potential suppliers re-

processes and allow for installation and operation

clear production decisions. Clearly defined cost el-

duces the cost for supply chain management and

permissions. Additionally, the stable and reliable

ements enable an easy-to-manage production pro-

process coordination. Less material usage reduces

energy yield will turn your business case into a

cess focused on efficiency and reliability. From the

the cost for the final turbine and logistics as well.

successful project.

Certification

A certification institute supervises the development

ification of safety-relevant components, manuals for

wind turbines, all documents are inspected and con-

phase to guarantee the quality of the construction,

assembly, installation, operation and maintenance.

firmed by Germanischer Lloyd or TÜV Nord (German

design and calculation while still in the design pro-

Furthermore, the certifier must accompany the blade

Association for Technical Inspection) using their own

cess. During this process, the requirements for the

and gearbox test in order for the A-Design Assess-

comparative calculations. This entire process gives us

documentation are agreed upon and set. These docu-

ment to be issued. Not only that, an expert from the

the assurance that the whole design was conducted

ments include: concept description, load calculations,

certification institute must accompany commission-

in compliance with the state-of-the-art and the con-

all tensile strengths of all load-transmitting ele-

ing of the prototype and confirm that it was done in

ditions of the guidelines. This is rounded off by the

ments, drawings of all components, functional ver-

compliance with the submitted documents. For SCD

handover of the Design Assessment certificate.
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